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t Founded in 2004, Quality Chess today consists of Claire Scott (sales 
& bookkeeping), GM John Shaw (Managing Director), GM Colin 
McNab (editor), IM Andrew Greet (editor), GM Jacob Aagaard 
(Creative Director) and Nikos Ntirlis (opening expert).

   

         Quality Chess 
 

     2016

The Quality Chess Team

Award Winners

GM Artur Yusupov’s groundbreaking series was recognised 
by the World Chess Federation as the best instructional 
chess books with the � rst ever Boleslavsky Medal. 
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Grandmaster Preparation

� e Grandmaster Preparation series
Scottish/Danish Grandmaster and trainer of Champions, Jacob Aagaard 
o� ers a comprehensive training program towards the highest title in chess.

9 
hardbacks for 

the price of 

7

6
hardbacks for 

the price of 

5

Since our � rst titles were published in October 2004, Quality 
Chess has found favour with the public and critics alike, winning 
the following Book of the Year awards: English Chess Federation: 
San Luis 2005 (2007), Attacking Manual 1&2 (2010), How I Beat 
Fischer’s Record (2013) & Positional Decision Making in Chess (2015). 
ChessCafe: Learn from the Legends (2005), Pump Up Your Rating 
(2013). Association of Chess Professionals: GM Preparation: 
Calculation (2013), From GM to Top Ten (2014). FIDE’s 
Boleslavsky Medal: Build Up Your Chess 1-3 (2008), Attacking 
Manual 1&2 (2011). ChessPublishing: GM Repertoire – Vol. 3 
(2009), Vol. 2 (2010), Vol. 9 (2011), � e King’s Gambit (2013), 
1.e4 vs. � e French, Caro-Kann & Philidor (2014).

At Quality Chess we put all our resources into producing books of the 
highest quality. We do not have (or want) a big advertising budget. 
Instead we rely on readers who genuinely like our books to endorse 
them. � is year we heard from two up-and-coming young men.

“My name is Alireza Firouzja from Iran. I am 12 years old, the highest 
rated U14 player in the world and the youngest national champion of 
any country ever. I read books from Jacob Aagaard and Quality Chess 
and � nd them very useful.” – Alireza Firouzja

US Grandmaster Fabiano Caruana (right) is the World Number 3. 
Here he is in a training session with former World Champion Rustam 
Kasimdzhanov, preparing for the 2016 Candidates, with a position 
from page 150 of Jacob Aagaard’s Grandmaster Preparation book 
Calculation.



Grandmaster Repertoire Opening BooksMiddlegame Books

Nikolaos Ntirlis
Playing 1.e4 e5

Subtitled A Classical Repertoire, this book 
gives a complete repertoire for Black after 
1.e4 e5, based on the Breyer in the Spanish 
and the Two Knights against the Italian. 
Ntirlis is a Greek opening specialist and 
second for dozens of GMs as well as the 
Danish national team.

� omas Luther
Luther’s Chess 
Reformation

An experienced 
GM shares his story 
and views on chess 

improvement.

Jacob Aagaard
Chess from Scratch
� e � rst volume in a 

new series aimed at those 
starting out in chess or 
those needing to refresh 

the basics. 

Parimarjan Negi
1.e4 vs � e Sicilian III

Top Indian GM and celebrated theoretician 
Parimarjan Negi gives a super-ambitious 
repertoire for White starting with 1.e4. � is 
fourth volume completes the coverage of the 
Sicilian. � e last two volumes are in the works.

Boris Avrukh
1.d4 – � e Queen’s Gambit

� e most famous repertoire books from the last 
decade, Avrukh’s 1.d4 repertoire, will be updated 
in four entirely reanalysed and rewritten new 
books. � e second volume covers all Queen’s 
Gambit lines except the Catalan. 

Michael Roiz
� e Nimzo-Indian

� e Nimzo-Indian ful� ls the dream of many 
players: a system against 1.d4 based on positional 
principles, leading to unbalanced positions and 
interesting games where you can outplay your 
opponent. Written by a top GM, this volume � lls 
a vital gap in the Grandmaster Repertoire series.

“I of course have all the Grandmaster Repertoire books, what kind 
of Grandmaster doesn’t?” 
  – 2013 British Champion GM Gawain Jones

Our bestselling series continues in 
2016 with four exciting new titles:

Artur Yusupov
Fundamentals:

Revision & Exam
� e latest addition to 
this award-winning 

training series.
John Shaw

Playing 1.e4 Volumes 1&2
� e wait is over!

Vassilios Kotronias
Kotronias on the KID 4&5

Completing the series

Ilya Smirin
King’s Indian Warfare

� e most dynamic and ambitious 
defence against 1.d4 explained by 
the most creative grandmaster of 
his generation. From his four games 
with Kramnik (2½-1½ for Smirin), 
to sacri� cal feasts, to positional 
masterclasses; this book has it all.

Victor Mikhalevski
Beating Minor Openings

Beating Minor Openings o� ers a world-class 
repertoire for Black against every sensible � rst 
move apart from 1.d4 and 1.e4. � e most critical 
moves covered are 1.c4 and 1.Nf3, and against 
the latter Mikhalevski supplies a range of replies 
to suit most styles and existing repertoires.

We will continue our tradition of thought-provoking books. � is year 
we will publish � inking Inside the Box (Aagaard), Key Concepts 
of Gambit Play (Razuvaev), Chess Behind Bars (Portman), and 
Tal’s Best Games 3: � e Invincible (Karolyi).

Boris Gelfand
Dynamic Decision 
Making in Chess

2012 World Championship 
Challenger Boris Gelfand 
continues his award 
winning series (Positional 
Decision Making in Chess 
won the ECF Book of the 
Year 2015) on decision 
making in chess, this time 
on the topic of dynamics. 

Most recent books 
by Quality Chess 
are available on  
iOS/Android via 
the Forward Chess 
app.

See more at www.ForwardChess.com

Chess Behind Bars


